This year, we are asking everyone in the school to do REPS!!!

That is to be:

- Respectful
- Engaged -- (spotlight)
- Prepared
- Safe

Engaged and “ON-TIME” is our first spotlight!!!
Narragansett High School

Don’t be a dumbell, do REPS!!
Are you always late?
Never ON-TIIME?
Do you interrupt teachers and secretatries, by coming in *late* to school?
Do you interrupt other students’ learning, by coming in *late* to school?
You are developing bad habits! Habits that will cost you later!
What can you do?
Is it too late to change?
It’s never too late to develop GOOD HABITS!
Here’s what you need to do:

• Plan to get to school by 7:15am
• Ask for back-up in case you sleep through your alarm (Parent? sibling?)
• Allow extra time in case of trouble
• Set your alarm back—start earlier
• Get up—just do it! Don’t think about it!
• Remember it’s not just about YOU!
During Quarter 1, NHS will recognize students who make the effort to be to school ON-TIME!!
Quarter 1 Challenge:

Students must be in their first period class in their seat by the 7:30AM bell to be considered “ON TIME”

- Any student not TARDY to school throughout quarter 1, may enter to win an APPLE gift card worth $25 !!!
- And avoid detention, or social suspension
- One winner per grade level!
- It’s a WIN-- WIN situation
If you are late......

• STUDENTS MUST HAVE AN OFFICE PASS IF YOU ARE NOT IN CLASS AT 7:30
• No exceptions!!!
• No excuses!!!
So don’t be late! Be **ON-TIME**!!